Jerimoth __ is the highest point in the state at 812 feet elevation
The state has been a home to the U.S. __ since 1883
The state is only about 37 miles east to west, and 48 miles north to __
The land mass of Rhode Island could fit inside __ 545 times
King Philip was a __ American who fought the colonists in a 1675 war
Hasbro's Mr. __ Head was the first toy to be advertised on television
The state was one of the first to __ the slave trade after the revolution
The Rhode Island Red breed of __ was made the state bird in 1954
Rhode Island was founded on the principles of political and religious __
___, metal products, shipbuilding, and tourism are leading industries
The water-powered spinning machine helped launch the ___ industry
The Narraganset people were the dominant Native __ tribe in the area
The burning of the British schooner Gaspee in 1772 was an early act of ___
The world's oldest jazz __ has been held annually in Newport since 1954
Newport Beach has opulent ___ that serve as "summer homes" to the wealthy
Julia Ward Howe wrote "The Battle Hymn of the ___" in 1861 for $4
Founder Roger Williams is credited for the principles of the First ___
Dorr's ___ in 1842 was a failed attempt to rewrite the state constitution
In 1969, the Newport Bridge and links to ___ 95 were completed
The capital, largest, and oldest city, founded in 1636
The Industrial ___ started in the cotton textile mills in the early 1800s
Became the ___ state on May 29, 1790; one of the original 13 colonies
Brown ___ was founded in 1764 near Providence as Rhode Island College
Major General Nathanael Greene was second-in-command to George ___
Bordered by Massachusetts, ___, and the Atlantic Ocean
Tourist destination Block Island features high bluffs, beaches and ___
Rhode Island waited for the Bill of Rights before ratifying the ___
After leaving ___, Roger Williams established Providence in 1636
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